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What’s
What
s the Correct Address?
• Introductions
– Cheryl,
Cheryl Jean,
Jean Mike,
Mike You

• Purposes/Objectives for the day
– Determine what important
p
things
g we learned through
g the
evolution of curriculum
– Understand the concept of Least Dangerous Assumption as it
relates to content area instruction
– Know what the research says re: the learning of academic
content by students with significant cognitive disabilities
– Know where to locate the legal imperatives for general
curriculum access and grade level content instruction
– Learn and practice using a process for ensuring meaningful
access to and acquisition of content area knowledge

• Needs assessment
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Changing
g g Curricular Context for Students with
the most Significant Disabilities
•

–

•

•

1970s
Adapting infant/early
childhood curriculum
for students with the
most significant
disabilities of all ages

–
–
–

•

Functional,
community- referenced
skills emerged

Social inclusion focus
Self determination focus
Ad
Advent
t off assistive
i ti
technology

2000s
–

1980s
–

1990s

–

–

General curriculum
access (academic
content)
Plus earlier priorities
(functional, social, self
determination)
Digitally accessible
materials
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Doors We’ve
We ve Opened Along the Way
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Historical Look-Developmental Curriculum (1970s)
• Why rejected…
rejected
• What it looked like…
– Visually
y track object
j
– Find partially hidden object
(object permanence)
– Put p
peg
g in p
pegboard
g
– Wash hands and use the
toilet
– Motor imitation ((“Pat yyour
head”)

– Students did not follow the
developmental sequence
– Not chronologically
g
y age
g
appropriate
– Not functional (i.e., did not
promote skills of daily living)
– ReadinessReadiness never ready
– “Criterion of ultimate
functioning” in communityteach what student needs for
life
– “Least dangerous
assumption”- assume
competence
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Functional, Community-Referenced
Curriculum (1980s)
• First options for adults with severe disabilities
to live and work in the community
• Curriculum based on what is needed to live
and work in the community
• “Ecological
Ecological inventory”inventory - assesses the
environment to identify needed skills
• Chronologically age appropriate; also called
“top down” curriculum
• Applied behavior analysis foundation for
systematic instruction methods widely
supported in research
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Functional, Community-Referenced
Curriculum
• What it looks like…
– Task analysis of 10 steps
to p
place an order at
Burger King
• (Go to counter…place
order…etc.)
– Repeated trials of
counting out $5.00
– Repeated trials of
reading sight words:
“hamburger”, “fries”

• Current status…
– Continues to be valued
and promoted in texts in
Severe Disabilities
– Some critics suggest that
it promotes separate
curriculum; atypical
school experience
– Most educators blend
functional with academic
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Social Justice Perspective Influences
Curriculum (1990s)
• Inclusion in general education as a civil right
– Neighborhood school, general education class,
“b l
“belonging”/full
i ”/f ll membership
b hi
– Activities to promote social inclusion/teach social
interaction

• Self determination
– Emphasis on student making own choices;
person-centered planning

• Provide support for inclusion versus
expecting student to earn inclusion by
g “prerequisite” skills
learning
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Inclusion/Self Determination Added to
Functional Curriculum
• What it looks like
– Choose restaurant;
choose order
– Greet
G t peer in
i English
E li h
class
– Self instruction to
perform job task
– Pass item to peer in
cooperative learning
activity
– Use switch to make
choice or activate a
device

• Current status
– Some states’ alternate
assessments include
quality indicators related
to inclusion, self
determination factored
into student score
– General curriculum
access as a “right”;
versus earning it with
progression of skills
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General Curriculum Access (2000s)
• N
Nott jjustt access tto generall education
d
ti settings;
tti
but access to CONTENT and expectation for
l
learning
i
• Assessing progress on state standards
• Teaching grade level academic content with
p
on alternate achievement
expectations
standards
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General Curriculum Access
• What it looks like…
like
– Same/ similar materials
and activities as peers in
general education
– Indicate comprehension
of main idea of story by
selecting picture
– Use technology to solve
math
th problem;
bl
chart
h td
data
t
– “We’re learning how to
do it better each day”
y

• Current status…
status
– New for most educators;
including experts in the
field
– Many students receiving
academic instruction for
the first time
– Some educators worry
b t loss
l
off focus
f
on
about
functional curriculum; see
it as either/or
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Presuming Competence: The Least Dangerous
Assumption for Students Who Experience a Label of
Significant Cognitive Disabilities

TASH
Cheryl M. Jorgensen, Ph.D.
Institute on Disability/UCED,
Disability/UCED University of New Hampshire
cherylj@unh.edu,
ILSSA/NAAC, UK 603-862-4678
& BAP, UNH

Kelly’s
Kelly
s Story
– Label of autism and mental retardation
– I.Q. of 40, developmental age of 36 months
– Seizures and sensory impairments
– Fine and g
gross motor skill deficits
– No conventional communication
– Runs away and sometimes hits
– Does not appear able to read
“The majority of people with autism have been identified
as having mental retardation - 60% have IQ’s below 50,
20% have IQ’s
IQ s between 5050-70, and 20% have IQ’s
IQ s above
70” (Ritvo & Freeman, 1978).
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Our Dilemma
Social relationships?
Are these
results
tr e?
true?
What should we assume
Kelly understands?

What kind of future do we p
plan for for Kelly?
y
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Our Dilemma
• What should her educational program look like?
–
–
–
–
–
–

Academics?
Discrete trial training?
Functional skills?
Separate
p
classroom?
Part time in general education?
Full time inclusion?
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Our Dilemma
• How do we support her communication?
–
–
–
–

Content vocabulary?
Functional words?
Sign language?
Low tech or high tech?
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Resolving the Dilemma
• Examine the prevailing paradigm
• Educational programs based on prevailing
paradigm
• Flaws in current paradigm
• New paradigm
• Resolving the dilemma - three scenarios
• Educational programs based on new paradigm
• Why should we presume competence?
• How
H
d
do you d
decide?
id ?
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Defining Paradigm
Thomas Kuhn (1962) defined paradigms
as shared world views that are so strong
and institutionalized that only a
sudden
dd and
dd
dramatic
ti b
break
k
from them can bring
g on a
positive revolution in thinking.
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The Prevailing Paradigm
• Intelligence is something that can be reliably
measured.

• Mental retardation is
d fi d as “l
defined
“low llevels”
l ” off iintelligence.
t lli
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The Prevailing Paradigm
• Students who experience mental retardation can’t learn
general education content nor benefit much from being
in general education classes.

• When we aren’t sure that students
know…understand…can learn…have something to
say…we presume that they CAN’T.
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Influence of the Prevailing Paradigm
• Most students with significant disabilities -particularly those with labels of autism
p
and mental retardation -- are perceived
as not intelligent.

• Students with autism not labeled as
having mental retardation are also viewed as
“strangely intelligent” or as “savants.”
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Influence of the Prevailing Paradigm

• Manyy of these students are not expected
p
to learn
general education content.

• People presume that many of these students can’t
benefit from being in general education classes
classes.
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Influence of the Prevailing Paradigm
• These students often lack anyy formal means of communication or
their AAC systems have no academic vocabulary on them.

• These students are often encouraged to pursue activities
appropriate
pp p
for much yyounger
g students.
• People rarely talk to these students about academic subjects,
current events
events, age-appropriate subjects.
subjects
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Influence of the Prevailing Paradigm
• People often talk to these students using “babybabytalk.”
• People often talk about these students as if they
aren’tt there.
aren
there
• These students
students’ educational programs usually
consist of life skills, therapy, and sometimes
community-based
community
based instruction
instruction.
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Influence of the Prevailing Paradigm
• Some students are “in” general education
classes but are not well supported.
classes,
supported
• People often envision limited
futures for students.
• People have low expectations for students
students.
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Proposition
• Believing in the paradigm of “mental
mental retardation”
retardation leads to
low expectations for students.
• These low expectations tend to result in segregated
educational programs, or programs that do not focus on
lit
literacy
or content
t t llearning,
i
and
d narrow visions
i i
ffor th
the
future.
• Changing our beliefs about intelligence, mental
retardation, and autism is necessaryy for
promoting students’ learning, inclusion, achievement,
and quality of life.
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Flaws in the Construct and Assessment
of
“Mental
Mental Retardation”
Retardation

“A society builds widespread agreement about
g social negotiations
g
that
what is real through
produce truths that then become crystallized into
the fabric of everyday life and thought”
(Gabel, 2005, p. 299).
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Flaws in the Construct and Assessment
of
“Mental
Mental Retardation”
Retardation
• “The
The meanings of mental retardation are created
from a particular cultural background and from
various points of view within that cultural
context” (Biklen & Duchan, 1994).
• Examples…
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Flaws in the Construct and Assessment
of
“Mental
Mental Retardation”
Retardation
• Flawed “intelligence” research in the late 1800-early 1900’s.
• Stephen Jay Gould’s
The Mismeasure of Man (1981)
(
)

• Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligence (1984)
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

Flaws in the Construct and Assessment
of
“Mental
Mental Retardation”
Retardation
• People
p with disabilities do not do well on tests,,
particularly if they have movement and sensory
difficulties AND may not have even been taught the skills
that are tested
tested.
• Assumes that if intelligence can be measured then the
absence of intelligence can be measured.
• Ascribes a simplistic label/number to a complex
phenomenon.
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Flaws in the Construct of
“Mental Retardation”
• More research is showing that people can learn literacy
skills when they have a means to communicate and are
taught and supported well (Biklen & Cardinal, 1997;
Broderick & Casa-Hendrickson,
Casa Hendrickson, 2001; Erickson,
Koppenhaver, & Yoder, 2002; Erickson, Koppenhaver,
Yoder, & Nance, 1997; Ryndak, Morrison, &
Sommerstein, 1999).
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A New Paradigm
• Intelligence is not a single
characteristic.
• All people have different
talents and skills.
• People
p learn best when
they feel valued, when
people hold high
expectations
t ti
for
f them,
th
and when they are taught
and supported well
well.

QuickTime™ and a decompressor are needed to see this picture.
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A New Paradigm

• We should apply
pp y the
“least dangerous
assumption” when
considering the
competence of children
with autism and mental
retardation.
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A Guiding Principle for the New
Paradigm
“LEAST DANGEROUS ASSUMPTION”
(Anne Donnellan, 1984)

“The criterion of LDA holds that in the absence of
g to be based on
conclusive data, educational decisions ought
assumptions which, if incorrect, will have the least
dangerous effect on the likelihood that students will be able
to functional independently as adults.”
Furthermore, “we should assume that poor performance is
due to instructional inadequacy rather than
t student
to
t d t deficits.”
d fi it ”
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How Might We Operationalize Donnellan’s Least
Dangerous Assumption Principle?
The Least Dangerous
Assumption is to
presume competence.
competence

The Least Dangerous Assumption is to design
educational p
programs
g
and p
provide supports
pp
based
on
that p
presumption.
p
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Kelly’s
Kelly
s Dilemma
Scenario #1:

“Presume the student is
competent…”
t t ”
What decisions might we make about
Kell ’s educational
Kelly’s
ed cational program and ssupports?
pports?
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #1 Decisions:
• W
We teach
t
h her
h the
th generall education
d
ti curriculum
i l
in the general education class.
• Kelly’s IEP goals reflect general education
curriculum
i l
content
t t AND learning
l
i functional
f
ti
l skills
kill
within typical routines.
• AAC system has age-appropriate social and
subject-matter
bj t
tt vocabulary.
b l
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #1 Decisions:
• Cl
Classroom materials
t i l reflect
fl t same llearning
i goals
l
as students without disabilities.
• We talk to Kelly about current events, ageappropriate
i t subjects.
bj t
• Kelly is supported to engage with her
classmates in typical social activities.
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

The “New”
New Brain Scan Reveals
Reveals...
Kelly IS competent…she
competent she does NOT experience
“mental retardation” as it is traditionally defined.

Kelly DID learn general education curriculum
content.
WHAT HAS BEEN LOST? WHAT HAVE BEEN
THE CONSEQUENCES TO KELLY OF
OUR ORIGINAL ASSUMPTION?
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

Most People Say
Say…
Nothing has been lost
lost.
We avoided any negative consequences by
designing the Kelly’s educational program and
supports based on the assumption that she was
competent.
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #2:

“Presume Kelly is
competent…”
t t ”
What decisions might we make about
Kell ’s educational
Kelly’s
ed cational program and ssupports?
pports?
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #2 Decisions:
• We teach Kelly the general education curriculum in the
general education class.
• Kelly’s IEP goals reflect general education curriculum
content AND learning functional skills within typical
routines.
routines
• AAC system has age-appropriate social and subjectmatter vocabulary.
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #2 Decisions:
• Cl
Classroom materials
t i l reflect
fl t same llearning
i goals
l
as students without disabilities.
• We talk to Kelly about current events, ageappropriate
i t subjects.
bj t
• Kelly is supported to engage with her
classmates in social activities.
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The “New”
New Brain Scan Reveals
Reveals...
Kelly IS NOT competent…she
competent she DOES experience
“mental retardation” as it is traditionally defined.
Kelly DID NOT learn general education curriculum
content.
content
WHAT HAS BEEN LOST? WHAT HAVE BEEN
THE CONSEQUENCES TO KELLY OF
OUR ORIGINAL ASSUMPTION?
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Most people say
say…
Nothing has been lost
lost.
Even though Kelly did not learn any of the general
education curriculum, we also focused on Kelly learning
p her in her adult life. She
functional skills which will help
was exposed to a rich general education curriculum that
may have helped her to develop lifelong interests. She
h d a ttypical
had
i l hi
high
h school
h l experience.
i
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #3:

“Presume Kelly isn’t
competent…”
t t ”
What decisions might we make about Kelly’s
ed cational program and ssupports?
educational
pports?
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #3 Decisions:
• Exposure to general education curriculum is for the purpose of
learning access or functional skills.
• K
Kelly
ll iis nott iincluded
l d d iin generall education
d
ti or only
l ffor ““social”
i l”
reasons.
• IEP goals focus primarily on communication, movement,selfregulation, self-determination, work skills, social skills.
• AAC system has social and academic vocabulary related to Kelly’s
perceived developmental level or measured I.Q. level (e.g., “more,”
“eat,”
eat, “break,”
break, “bathroom,”
bathroom, “yes,”
yes, etc.)
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Influence of Assumptions on
Educational Decisions
Scenario #3 Decisions:
• M
Materials
t i l reflect
fl t different
diff
t learning
l
i goals
l th
than th
those off
students without disabilities.
• We talk to Kelly in a way that might be appropriate for a
younger student at the same “developmental level” as
the reports indicate.
• K
Kelly
ll iis nott supported
t d tto engage with
ith h
her classmates
l
t iin
social activities because we say she is “too immature,”
“too
too naïve,
naïve,” or “isn’t
isn t interested in those kinds of
activities.”
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The “New”
New Brain Scan Reveals
Reveals...
Kelly IS competent…she
competent she does NOT experience
“mental retardation” as it is traditionally defined.
Kelly COULD HAVE learned general education
curriculum content
content.
WHAT HAS BEEN LOST? WHAT HAVE BEEN
THE CONSEQUENCES TO KELLY OF
OUR ORIGINAL ASSUMPTION?
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Most people say
say...
We lost an opportunity
pp
y to teach Kelly
y things
g she could have learned.
We didn’t include her as much as we could have and she did not develop a
wide network of social relationships.
p
She missed out on the typical high school experience.
We might have negatively influenced her self-esteem by treating her as if she
were not smart.
We might have narrowed the possibilities for her future career or
postsecondary education.
We wasted a lot of money pursuing the wrong educational program.
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Influence of New Paradigm
on Beliefs and Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We use person first language.
language
We focus on abilities and needs.
Education includes goals from general
curriculum and functional skills.
Students are included in general education
education.
They are supported to have a typical social life.
W envision
We
i i and
d plan
l ffor ttypical
i l ffutures.
t
We view and treat students as if they are
competent,
t t speaking
ki directly
di tl tto them
th
about
b t
age-appropriate topics.
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5 Reasons Why Our LDA Should Be to
Presume Competence
Human intelligence is a
multi-faceted construct rather
than a uni-dimensional
uni dimensional
characteristic.
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5 Reasons Why Our LDA Should Be to
Presume Competence
Most students with significant disabilities
have difficulty communicating
and assessments of their “I.Q.”
are seriously
i
l fl
flawed.
d
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5 Reasons Why Our LDA Should Be to
Presume Competence
Research shows that a growing
number of children and adults
labeled “retarded” show they
are more capable
bl when
h th
they h
have
a means to communicate.
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5 Reasons Why Our LDA Should Be to
Presume Competence
To presume “incompetence”
incompetence could result in harm to our
students if we are wrong.
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5 Reasons Why Our LDA Should Be to
Presume Competence
Even if we are wrong about students’ capacities to learn
general education curriculum content, the consequences
to the student of that incorrect presumption are not as
dangerous as the alternative.
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What is your assumption?
Assume competence,
competence and the student ISN’T
ISN T… OR
Assume incompetence, and the student IS…
• Which would you rather have happen to YOU?
• Which would you rather have happen
to your CHILD or one you love?
• What do adults with disabilities
tell us about their educational experiences?
• What does research tell us?
• What does history tell us?
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

What Does the Research Say About Students
with [Labels of] Significant Intellectual Disabilities
Learning General Education Curriculum Content

UKY, NCEO, UNC-Charlotte,
CAST, UI-UC
Colorado, Iowa
Colorado
Iowa, Kansas
Kansas,
Kentucky, Massachusetts,
Michigan, North Carolina, New
p
New Mexico, South
Hampshire,
Carolina

Cheryl M. Jorgensen, Ph.D.
from a presentation by Michael McSheehan
7th Annual Autism Summer Institute
University of New Hampshire
Institute on Disability
for TASH 2005

• The information in this section will be
presented quickly and there probably
won’t’ be much time ffor discussion.
• It is a TASH value to make decisions
about
b t th
the lilives off people
l with
ith di
disabilities
biliti
based on values, the lived experiences of
pwd, professional practice, and research.
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The Good News & the Bad News
The good news is
is…
• Students have more
access to academic
curriculum.
• Increased accountabilityy
for learning for all
students
• We have some research
that shows what
instr ction and supports
instruction
s pports
work

The bad news is
is…
• There is very little
empirical research
showing the most
effective ways
y to
teach students
science and social
studies (much less
foreign languages,
art,
t music,
i
philosophy, etc.)
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Nationally, there is a shift to
Nationally
teaching and assessing
students with significant
disabilities based on academic
t k in
tasks,
i academic
d i contexts
t t
(i e the general education
(i.e.,
curriculum in the general
g
education classroom).
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Some Words about
“Functionality”
Students with the most significant cognitive disabilities should:
• be taught skills that will enhance their independence in the next
critical environment
– those skills must be embedded in natural routines and in socially
valid contexts
• be taught academic content because it is “functional”
functional and socially
valid
• not have to wait until they are able to make a bed before they are
taught to read or identify initial letter sounds or before they are taught
literature
• be presumed competent and not denied instruction offered to
students
t d t off the
th same age (grade
( d level
l
l content
t t standards
t d d and
d
curriculum)
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Research on Academic
Interventions
Browder, D.M., Wakeman, S., Spooner, F., Ahlgrim-Delzell, L., & Algozzine, B (manuscript submitted for
publication) Research on reading for students with significant cognitive disabilities
publication).
disabilities. Exceptional Children.
Children

• Reading
• Math
• Science
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

How Literature Was Identified
• A total of 362 terms or combinations of
terms were used to define the research
base.
• Both electronic and print resources were
used.
• The table of contents in current refereed
journals were manually searched.
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Review of Reading
• 128 studies found within 119 articles
• Disabilities
– N=617 moderate MR
– N=124
N 124 severe MR
– N= 60 autism
– N=114 other terms (e.g., severe developmental disability)
– N=204 other disabilities
• Age
– Most elementaryy age
g
– Rest were younger adolescents or high school transition
– Older studies may not have specified age (used mental age)
• Setting
– Most in self contained special education classrooms or
research settings
– A few in general education classrooms (N=14)
(N 14)
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

Literature Review Categories
for Reading
Literature Review Categories for Reading
128 experiments (119 articles)
140
117

120
100
80
60
40

36

31
13

20

5

0
Fluency

Vocab

Phonics

Phonemic
Awareness

Components of Reading
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Comp

Strongest research exists
for…
• Teaching students with the most
significant cognitive disabilities
sight words using repeated trial
instruction with systematic
prompting with feedback
– With errorless learning strategy like
time delay
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

We are just beginning to try to
teach this population to read….
• Kliewer, C., & Biklen, D. (2001). “School’s not really a place for
reading”:: A research synthesis of the literate lives of students with
reading
severe disabilities. The Journal of The Association for Persons with
Severe Handicaps, 26, 1-12.
• Joseph, L. M., & Seery, M. E. (2004). Where is the phonics?: A
review of the literature on the use of phonetic analysis with students
with
ith mental
t l retardation.
t d ti
R
Remedial
di l and
dS
Special
i l Ed
Education,
ti
25 88-94.
25,
88 94
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Literacy & Students with
Autism Spectrum Disorders
There is some evidence many individuals with ASD,
including those with labels of severe and profound
mental retardation, can learn to comprehend written
language and use it effectively to communicate when
they are taught using word identification and stimulus
discrimination approaches (Breiling, 1976; Bryson,
Landry, & Smith, 1994; Eikeseth & Jahr, 2001;
K l ki 1991;
Kozleski,
1991 M
McGee,
G
K
Krantz,
t &M
McClannahan,
Cl
h
1986; Rehfeldt, Latimore, & Stromer, 2003).
– From a paper by Kurtz, 2005
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

• There is also some evidence that a
naturalistic, balanced literacy approach to
literacy instruction may improve literacy skills
in students and adults with ASD.
((Koppenhaver
pp
& Erickson;; Foley
y & Staples,
p ,
2003)
peer tutoring
g improved
p
reading
g
• Classwide p
rates, reduced error rates, and led to dramatic
increases in comprehension for students with
autism and peers without disabilities (Kamps,
Barbetta, Leonard, & Dequardi, 1994).
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

• Cooperative learning groups improved academic
skills, group participation, engagement levels, and
interaction with classmates of students with autism
(Kamps, Leonard, Putcek, & Garrison-Harrel, 1995).
• Using a whole language approach to literacy
instruction, preschoolers with autism demonstrated
emerging literacy skills including spelling
(Koppenhaver & Erickson, 2003).
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• Within a sheltered workshop setting
setting, adults with
autism made progress in conventional literacy or
towards conventional literacy when exposed to a
literacy and augmentative communication
program (Foley & Staples, 2003).
• After they were read a series of thematically
related stories,, students with autism wrote longer
g
passages, used more sophisticated vocabulary,
and reduced their stereotypical behaviors
(Colasent & Griffith
Griffith, 1998)
1998).
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• Some students with autism make gains in reading when
supported
pp
to interact with multimedia instructional
software (Heimann, Nelson, Tjus, & Gillberg, 1995;
Schlosser, Blischak, & Bartley, 1988; Williams, Wright,
Callahan & Coughlan
Callahan,
Coughlan, 2002)
2002), although it is not known if
computer-aided instruction yields better results than
other instructional methods.
• Studies have failed to identify any specific characteristics
f persons with
for
ith ASD (developmental
(d
l
t l level,
l
l intelligence
i t lli
quotient, language/communication abilities) that might
affect
a
ect literacy
te acy acquisition
acqu s t o either
e t e positively
pos t e y o
or negatively.
egat e y
This supports the hypothesis that [some] students
with ASD, regardless of their [perceived] cognitive
abilities can learn to read.
abilities,
read
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Punch Lines
• Th
There are no conclusive
l i studies
t di th
thatt show
h
that persons with ASD benefit from an
autism-specific approach to literacy
intervention,
te e t o , and
a d in fact,
act, lend
e d suppo
supportt to
the hypothesis that they may benefit from
the same kinds of literacy instruction that
supports literacy acquisition to typicallyd
developing
l i students
t d t (C
(Calhoun,
lh
2001
2001;
Foley & Staples, 2003).
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Punch Lines
“It makes no sense to talk about what a person
with ASD can or cannot do or understand without
describing the unique social and educational
contexts in which they participate. Without such
research it is impossible, at this time, to make
generalizations about what students with ASD can
learn and what types of instruction and
accommodations may support literacy acquisition
for this population” (Kurtz, 2005). Therefore
decisions about literacy instruction should be made
based on continuous monitoring of individual
student progress.
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Review of Mathematics
• N= 55 experiments in 53 articles
• Disabilities
– 47 experiments studied students with moderate MR
– 16 experiments
i
t studied
t di d students
t d t with
ith severe MR
– 5 experiments studied students with autism
– 1 experiments studied students with other disabilities
• Age
– Most studies included participants ranging from elementary
to high school
– 13 articles also included adult participants
• Setting
– 51% of the experiments
p
took p
place in the special
p
education
classroom
– 33% of the experiments took place in the
community setting
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Literature Review Categories
for Mathematics
Literature Review Categories for Math
55 experiments (53 articles)
35

30
30

25
20

15
15

10
10

5

2
0

0

Numbers and
operations

M easurement

Data analysis

Geometry

C o mp o nent s f o r M at h
* categories are not mutually exclusive
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Algebra

We Have Strongest
Evidence for…
• Teaching students to use money in context of making a
purchase
• Using
g systematic
y
p
prompting
p g and fading
g
• Task analysis of steps to make the purchase
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We Know The Least About
Teaching This Population…
• Geometry and
spatial sense
• Algebra
Algebra,
including
patterns
tt
and
d
sequences
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Review of Science
• Least frequently addressed area
• Only found 10 studies; all single subject
• Total N=42 participants
• All in separate special education contexts; one in a
summer program
• Nearly all were Science for Personal and Social
Perspective (First aid and safety research)
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Literature Review Categories
for Science
Literature
Lit
t
Review
R i
for
f Science
S i
10 articles, 10 studies
10

9

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1
0

0

0

Sci ence as
i nqui r y

Physi cal sci ence

Li f e sci ence

0

0

0
Ear th and space
sci ence

Sci ence and
technol ogy

C o mp o nent s o f science
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Per sonal and
soci al
per specti ves

Hi stor y and
natur e

We have the most evidence for
for…
• Teaching science
using real life
activity
– Specifically First
Aid and Safety

• Using systematic
prompting and
fading
g
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What we have the least of
of…
• Not a great
y
deal for any
category of
science
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Reasons for the problem
• Lack of literature defining appropriate
academic outcomes for students with the
most significant
f
cognitive disabilities
• Variety of curricular philosophies, e.g.,
“why would students with significant
disabilities need to learn science?”
science?
• The “newness” of assistive and
communication technology
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What Is New in Current
Curricular Context…
• All students having the opportunity to learn academic content
• Sequential versus catalog approach to curriculum
• Availability of assistive technology and digitally accessible
materials
• Less complex performances of grade level achievement
standards is recognized as an “OK” modification for students
with perceived intellectual disabilities
– But high expectations are creating success stories
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High Expectations
• “It
It could be argued with a good deal of persuasiveness
that when one looks over the history of man [sic] the
most distinguishing
g
g characteristic of his development
p
is
the degree to which man has underestimated the
potentialities of men” (Sarason, 1965)
• Criterion of the Least Dangerous Assumption
(Donnellan, 1984)
• Rubin, Biklen, Casa-Hendrickson, Koppenhaver &
Erickson, McDonnell, Ryndak et al.
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

“Although
Although an impressive body of
research identifying effective
practices…has emerged, there have
been minimal attempts to integrate the
findings into a curricular foundation to
be adopted by school districts.”
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Iovannone, Dunlap, Huber, Kincaid (2003)

There is also a large body of research
on what kinds of instruction and
supports
t workk to
t supportt student
t d t
learning, although it has tended to
f
focus
on “skills”
“ kill ” nott academic
d i content.
t t
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Instruction and Supports
that Work
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Systematic Instruction (including ABA)
Peer Mediated Instruction
Self Monitoring and Self
Self-Monitoring
Self-Determination
Determination
Meta-cognitive Strategies
Videotaped Modeling
Cooperative Learning
Assisti e Technology/CAI/AAC
Assistive
Technolog /CAI/AAC
Visual Supports
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What We Still Don
Don’tt Know
from the Research
–
–
–
–
–
–

Curricular sequences
Essential technology
Role of placement in typical classrooms
Role of interactions with classmates
Role of “expectations”
expectations
Importance of academic versus functional instruction
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QUESTIONS?
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Differential Reinforcement
– Planned rewards (e
(e.g.
g praise
praise, natural positive
consequence) when skill being taught is used
by child - and not provided when skill is not
used
• Use of words rather than nonverbal behavior
• Use of toys
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Peer Mediated Intervention
Peer-Mediated
– Typical classmates are taught to engage
children with ASD to promote communication
and social interaction.
interaction
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Self Monitoring
Self-Monitoring
– Children assess their own behavior and use
information to support a newly learned skill
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Videotape Modeling
– Child watches videotapes of positive
examples of peers or him- or herself engaging
in a behavior that is being taught (video
priming)
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Systematic Instruction
Carefully planning for instruction by identifying valid educational goals,
carefully outlining instructional procedures for teaching
teaching,
implementing the instructional procedures, evaluating the
effectiveness of the teaching procedures, and adjusting instruction
based on data.

Carefullyy targeting
g
g meaningful
g skills to be taught,
g ,p
planning
g specifically
p
y
when and how to provide instruction based on the unique
characteristics of the specified student, determining data collection
methods to gauge student progress and instructional effectiveness,
and using data to make sound instructional decisions
decisions…
…educational personnel should have effective and defensible
programs
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Comprehensible/
S
Structured
dL
Learning
i E
Environments
i
• Curriculum (activities, schedule, environment) is
clear (I.e., comprehensible) to both the students
and the educational personnel.
– Observe for 10 min and identify what s/he is supposed to be
doing -- if you’re
you re unclear,
unclear they’re
they re unclear.
unclear
– Predict what is happening within the learning process and what
will happen next; anticipate requirements of specific settings;
learn and generalize a variety of skills
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Comprehensible:
• Use
U visual
i
l cues or supports
t th
thatt
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Organize the instructional setting
Provide a schedule of activities
Carefully plan and provide choice-making opportunities
Provide behavior support
pp
Define specific areas of the classroom and school settings
Provide temporal relations
Facilitate transitions, flexibility, and change
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Odom, et.al. (2003) Iovannone, Dunlap, Huber, Kincaid (2003) Harrower and Dunlap (2001)

Specific Curriculum content
• Should include systematic instruction in
– social interaction
– language comprehension and communication

• “Communication
Communication and social skills are the
behaviors that provide us with the greatest
quality of life,
life leading to more control over
our environment.”
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Iovannone, Dunlap, Huber, Kincaid (2003) Harrower and Dunlap (2001)

Communication Materials to
Enhancing Understanding
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Personalized Learning
Standards Demonstration
Standards,
Demonstration, and
Assessment (continued)
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Example
Student
s are…
Student
s do
____

Alternate
form of
“do _____”
_____”

What (supports
(supports))
would it take for
Jack to DO ____?

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
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Adapted Grade level novel

Rewritten by team members to late 1st - early
2nd grade level,
level maintaining essential content
for general education
quizzes/test.
ILSSA/NAAC,
UK & BAP, UNH

Silent Reading
What are
they doing?

How do we
know they
are engaged?

How can Jack
show that?
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Jack Silent Reading
Jack with
modified
text.
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Communication device available

Classmate Paired Reading
During
paired
reading,
reading
literate
peers read
p
aloud and
silently with
modified
difi d
text

materials available
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & Typical
BAP, UNH
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Head for the Kitchen Door
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Where Are the Keys?

Th research
The
h says…
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Legislation
• Door number
number…
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Four Steps to Access
1 Identify or link to the appropriate
1.
standard(s)
2. Define the outcome(s) of instruction
3. Identify
3
de t y the
t e instructional
st uct o a activities
act t es
4. Target specific objectives from the IEP
[Adapted – Kearns,
Kearns Burdge and Kleinert (in
press)]
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Example - Ryan
• 13 year-old
year old middle school student
• Significant cognitive disability
• Can:
C
– identify picture symbols
– emerging sight word vocabulary of 35
words
– answer basic recall questions
– independently
p
y write p
personal information
– basic computer use
– speaks using 2
2-3
3 word phrases
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Ryan’s
Ryan
s IEP Goals
• IIncrease reading
di vocabulary
b l
words
d
• Identify picture symbols related to
curriculum
• Increase
I
reading/listening
di /li t i
comprehension
• Express thoughts in writing with words
and picture symbols
• Increase task completion
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Standard
• St
Standard:
d d St
Students
d t apply
l a wide
id range off
strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate,
and appreciate texts
texts. They draw on their prior
experience, their interactions with other
readers and writers
writers, their knowledge of word
meaning and of other texts, their word
g , and their
identification strategies,
understanding of textual features (e.g.,
sound-letter correspondence, sentence
structure, context, graphics).
(IRA/NCTE Standards for the English Language Arts)
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Grade Level Content Standard: 8th
Grade Language Arts
• Identify and explain vocabulary taken
from text appropriate
pp p
for middle school.

What is the Content Standard About?
• Increasing sight word vocabulary
• Understanding vocabulary
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

Ryan’s Sample Form: Step 1
1. IDENTIFY THE STANDARD(S) THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT WILL
ADDRESS.
What is the state standard?

What is the grade level
standard?

What is the standard
all about?

Students apply a wide range of
strategies to comprehend, interpret,
evaluate, and appreciate texts. They
p
their
draw on their pprior experience,
interactions with other readers and
writers, their knowledge of word
meaning and of other texts, their word
identification strategies
strategies, and their
understanding of textual features (e.g.,
sound-letter correspondence, sentence
structure, context, graphics

Identify and explain
vocabulary taken from text
appropriate for middle
school.

Increasing vocabulary
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Step 2: Outcomes Based on
Instructional Unit on The Giver
All Students
• Identify unfamiliar
vocabularyy from the text
using sound-letter
correspondence,
sentence structure,,
context, and graphics
• Explain the meaning of
identified vocabulary
words from each chapter
• Identify vocabulary words
with
ith multiple
lti l meanings
i
and the meaning
applicable to the context
off this
thi book
b k

Ryan
• Identifying unfamiliar
vocabulary from the text
using graphics and
context
• Explain the meaning of
th
those
same vocabulary
b l
words by matching to a
picture representing the
concept.
t
• Ryan will have fewer
vocabulary words but
will be exposed to the
entire book
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Supports
• Ryan’s
Ryan s IEP has identified the following
supports
– picture symbols
– pictures
p
– text reader
– scribe as supports
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Ryan’s Sample Form: Step 2
2. DEFINE THE OUTCOME(S) OF INSTRUCTION FROM THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT
ON _______________________.
What are the desired outcomes for
all students in general education?
What will classroom based
assessment look like?

-

-

-

Identify
y unfamiliar
vocabulary from the text
using sound-letter
correspondence, sentence
structure context,
structure,
context and
graphics
Explain the meaning of
identified vocabulary words
from each chapter
Identify vocabulary words
with multiple meanings and
the meaning applicable to
the context of this book

Which outcomes will be prioritized for
direct instruction and monitored for
the target student with significant
cognitive disabilities?
What will formative assessment look
like?

What supports (already
identified or additional)
would be necessary for the
target student to access the
instruction?

- identifying
y g unfamiliar vocabularyy ppicture symbols,
y
pictures,
p
from the text using graphics and text reader, and scribe as
context
supports
- explaining the meaning of those
same vocabulary words by
matching to a picture
representing the concept.
He will have fewer vocabulary
words but will still be exposed to
the entire book.
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Instructional Activities
All Students
R
Ryan
• Read each chapter aloud • Ryan will listen to
i class
in
l
– students
t d t would
ld
the chapter
th
h t being
b i
take turns reading aloud
read – he will
and demonstrate they
demonstrate
were listening by
engagement by
following along in the
looking at pictures
book and participating in
that correspond to
class
p
the text ((i.e.,, picture
di
discussions/questions.
i
/
ti

of a boy, family,
jobs, bike,
etc.).
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Instructional Activities
Supports
pp
• Pictures or picture
symbols that
correspond to the
text
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Ryan’s Sample Form: Step 3
3. IDENTIFY THE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES TO BE USED IN THE UNIT.
What are the instructional
activities planned for all students?

How can the student actively participate in the
instructional activities?

What supports (already identified or
additional) would help the student
access the instruction?

1. Read each chapter
p aloud in
class
– students would take turns
reading aloud
– demonstrate they
y were
listening by following along
in the book and
participating in class
discussions/ qquestions.
2. Each student will keep a
vocabulary journal for each
chapter by:
- writingg unfamiliar words
when heard while reading
- writing the words identified
by the teacher
3. Classroom based
assessment:
– Students will be given a list
of vocabulary words to
define and to write the word
in a sentence using an
alternative meaning.

1. Read each chapter
p aloud in class
- Ryan can take a turn reading a small
section of a chapter providing the text
paired with symbols, using software
designed
g
for this ppurpose.(figure
p
( g
2))
- he will demonstrate listening/ engagement
by looking at pictures that correspond to
the text (i.e., picture of a boy, family, jobs,
bike,, etc.).
) (figure
( g
1)) and answeringg
selected questions during class discussion.
2. Ryan will keep a vocabulary journal for
each chapter by:
- ppick the words paired
p
with ppicture symbols
y
from several within the entire book that he
does not know and glue those in his journal
- glue other words identified by the teacher
3. Classroom based assessment: Ryan,
y usingg
Writing With Symbols with a send grid,
will:
- match a vocabulary word to its definition
- complete
p
sentences with different contexts
with the correct vocabulary word

-Pictures or p
picture symbols
y
that
correspond to the text
-Writing With Symbols 2000
(Widgit) or PixWriter (Slater
Software,, Inc))
-Speech/language pathologist
practice with content vocabulary
-Picture symbol vocabulary words
-Occupational
p
therapist
p may
y helpp
with fine motor skills
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Target specific objectives
from the IEP
• While taking a turn reading a small section of a
chapter providing the text paired with symbols, he
can work on identifying picture symbols
symbols.
• When answering selected questions during class
discussion, he will be working
g on reading/listening
g
g
comprehension. Therefore additional instruction can
be provided and the IEP objective monitored.
• He can work on identifying picture symbols and
words when matching words to definition and when
he is completing
p
g sentences.
• Task completion can be monitored during all the
activities that require a finished product.
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Ryan’s Sample Form: Step 4
4. TARGET SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FROM THE IEP TO ADDRESS DURING THE UNIT.

Which of the instructional
activities provide opportunity
to work on objectives?

What IEP objectives re: the
general curriculum can be
addressed within the
instructional activities?

1. Take a turn reading a small
section of a chapter providing
the text paired with symbols
2. Answer selected questions
during class discussion
3. Match words to definition in
complete sentences.
sentences
4. All the activities that require
a finished product.

1. Identifying picture symbols

What other IEP objectives
can be addressed within the
instructional activities?

2. Working on reading/listening
comprehension and monitor
3. Increasing reading vocabulary
words
4. Task completion can be
monitored during all
activities.
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Ryan’s Work
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Ryan’s Work
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Step 1
1 Id
1.
Identify
tif or link
li k to
t the
th appropriate
i t
content standard(s).
– State/District Standard
– Grade Level Standard(s)
– Determine what the standard is about
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Advantages of Collaboration
• Hi
High
h expectations
t ti
• Access to the general curriculum
• Same content standards as same age
students
• Multiple standards within instructional units
• Breadth of content standards
• Variety of settings
• Embed IEP and functional skills
g of a shared culture
• Learning
ILSSA/NAAC, UK & BAP, UNH

Use the Standards for all students:
Activity 1
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Step 2
2 Define the outcome(s) of instruction.
2.
instruction
– Outcomes for all students
– Prioritized outcomes for student with IEP
– Supports typically used for student with IEP
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Prioritized Outcomes
• Reduce complexity
• Reduce number of skills/concepts
Should
Sh
ld open up opportunities
t iti tto access
content standards vs. limiting participation
in instructional activities
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Working together to open the door to
learning: Activity 2
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Step 3
3 Identify the instructional activities.
3.
activities
– Instructional activities for all students
– Active participation for student with IEP
– Previouslyy identified and/or additional
supports specific to instructional
activities
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Typical Types of
Instructional Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lecture and note-taking
Cooperative learning groups
Research
Practice activities and homework
Culminating projects
Classroom based assessment
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Active Participation
• Must be meaningful
• Is based on student strengths
• Moves student towards learning of
prioritized
i iti d outcomes/grade
t
/ d llevell content
t t
standard
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Determine Supports Needed
• Refer to the supports listed on IEP
• Select the supports that will help the
student participate meaningfully
• Identify any additional supports that are
needed to match the instructional task
and
d environment
i
t
• Possibly
y create a menu of support
pp ideas
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Guiding Questions for
Selecting Supports
• IIs the
th student
t d t actively
ti l participating
ti i ti in
i
each part of the instructional activity?
• What is needed to engage the student
in instruction?
• Does the student have a means to
demonstrate the knowledge, skills,
concepts
p acquired?
q
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Making it accessible for all: Activity 3
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Step 4
4 Target specific objectives from the
4.
IEP
– Instructional activities
– Embedded standards based objectives
– Other embedded objectives
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Embedding IEP Objectives
• List the instructional activities in which
IEP objectives can be addressed
• Plan how to provide direct instruction on
IEP skills based on content standards
• Plan how to provide direct instruction
and
d practice
ti on other
th functional
f
ti
l IEP
objectives
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The key to IEPs: Activity 4
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Veronica’s
Veronica
s Sample
•
•
•
•
•

14 year-old
ld middle
iddl school
h l student
t d t
Significant cognitive disability
Limited vision and moderate hearing loss
grand mal
Seizure disorder – petit mal and g
Uses a wheelchair and needs someone to
push her
• Low muscle tone, difficulty crossing midline,
limited fine motor skills
• Uses objects to communicate
• Vocalizes
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Veronica’s
Veronica
s IEP Goals
• IIncrease communication
i ti using
i an
augmentative communication board
• Follow simple one step directions
• Activate a one level communication device
with up to 8 keys (or message squares)
• Identify high contrast picture symbols/pictures
• Identify numbers 1 – 5
• Match objects to objects or picture
pict re ssymbols
mbols
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Stepwise Process to Accessing Grade Level Content Standards and Curriculum
1. IDENTIFY THE STANDARD(S) THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT WILL ADDRESS.
What is the state standard?

What is the grade level standard?

What is the standard all about?

Understand measurable attributes of
objects and the units, systems, and
processes off measurementt
Apply appropriate techniques, tools, and
formulas to determine measurements

Understand, select, and use units of
appropriate size and type to measure
angles,
l perimeter,
i t area, surface
f
area, andd
volume.
Select and apply techniques and tools to
accurately find length, area, volume, and
angle
l measures to
t appropriate
i t levels
l l off
precision;

Use appropriate tools and techniques
to measure angles, perimeter, area,
surface
f
area, and
d volume.
l

2. DEFINE THE OUTCOME(S)
( ) OF INSTRUCTION FROM THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT ON
_______________________.
What are the desired outcomes for all
students in general education?
What will classroom based assessment
look like?

Which outcomes will be
prioritized for direct instruction
and monitoring for the target
student with significant cognitive
disabilities?

What supports (already identified or
additional) would be necessary for the
target student to access the
instruction?

– Apply appropriate measuring techniques
to authentic task
– Demonstrate knowledge
g of how to
measure volume
– Be able to estimate needed amount of
materials

– Apply appropriate measuring
techniques to authentic task
– Know how much somethingg
holds (i.e., volume)

-Math manipulatives
-4 key voice output device
-Adaptive
p
keyboard
y
-Auditory feedback software
-Pictures
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3. IDENTIFY THE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES TO BE USED IN THE UNIT.
What are the instructional activities
planned for all students?
Wh t will
What
ill the
th classroom
l
based
b d
assessment look like?

How can the student actively participate in the
instructional activities?

What supports (already
identified or additional)
would
ld help
h l the
th student
t d t
access the instruction?

1. Review length, width, and depth and
discuss how these three things are
used to measure volume
-The class will brainstorm ways
to compute volume (e.g.,
mathematical formula,
formula fill
containers with cubes, build to
scale with cubes and count)
2. Practice figuring volume by
completing problems on a worksheet
3. Work in small groups trying out
various methods determined during
the brainstorming activity (e.g., math
formulas math manipulatives
formulas,
manipulatives, scaled
materials)
4. Apply the skills in the context of
constructing a playhouse:
- To build a playhouse 5 feet by 3 feet
the students must first
-Determine how many cubic feet
of concrete is needed for the
foundation and the floor then
convert to cubic yards

1. 3 pictures/picture symbol of the same item
with the length highlighted on one,
one width on
one, and depth on the third. The teacher or
paraprofessional will provide direct instruction
on each. She will line a tactile ruler next the
highlighted section of each picture
2. While students are doing a worksheet
Veronica will practice lining her tactile ruler
next to the highlighted areas of the pictures
and activating the corresponding number on
the voice output device.
3. In small group Veronica will use 1 centimeter
cubes to fill a container (cube) and assisted in
counting how many it took to fill the
container.
4. Using a template, Veronica matches one cube
to each square on the template and then is
assisted in counting the number of cubes used
used.
She can use an adapted keyboard set up like a
calculator to convert to cubic yards by
matching the number of cubes counted and
dividing by 3 (this will probably require
gestural or physical prompting).
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–
–
–
–
–

line drawings or pictures
tactile ruler
voice output device
one centimeter cubes
template of scaled
drawing of the playhouse
– adapted keyboard set up
like a calculator
– calculator on the
computer

4. TARGET SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FROM THE IEP TO ADDRESS DURING THE UNIT.
Which
Whi
h off the
h iinstructional
i
l
activities provide opportunity
to work on objectives?

What IEP objectives
Wh
bj i
re: the
h
general curriculum can be
addressed within the
instructional activities?

What other
Wh
h IEP objectives
bj i
can
be addressed within the
instructional activities?

1. Place tactile ruler next to each 1. Identify the picture/picture
picture/picture symbol
symbol with verbal cue
2. Identifying the number on the
ruler

2. Identifying the correct number
on the voice output device

2. Increase communication
using augmentative
communication device

3. Placing 1 centimeter cubes
into the container

3. No specific IEP objective for
this activity

3. Follow one step directions

4 Placing each cube on a square
4.
on the template

4. Matching objects to objects or
picture symbols (i.e., template
square)

5. Operate the adapted
calculator
l l

5. Identifying numbers
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5. Increasing communication

Other Doors You Might Want to Open
• Access Center (www
(www.k8accesscenter.org)
k8accesscenter org)
• CAST Universal Design for Learning
(www.cast.org)
• National Alternate Assessment Center
(www.naacpartners.org)
• UNH Beyond Access Project
(
(iod.unh.edu/beyond-access)
y
)
• US Dept. of Education (www.ed.gov)
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Don’tt Let the Doorknob Hit You!
Don
• Review
• Discussion
• Evaluations
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